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Abstract
Compact video super-resolution (VSR) networks can be
easily deployed on resource-limited devices, e.g., smartphones and wearable devices, but have considerable performance gaps compared with complicated VSR networks
that require a large amount of computing resources. In
this paper, we aim to improve the performance of compact
VSR networks without changing their original architectures, through a knowledge distillation approach that transfers knowledge from a complicated VSR network to a compact one. Specifically, we propose a space-time distillation
(STD) scheme to exploit both spatial and temporal knowledge in the VSR task. For space distillation, we extract spatial attention maps that hint the high-frequency video content from both networks, which are further used for transferring spatial modeling capabilities. For time distillation, we
narrow the performance gap between compact models and
complicated models by distilling the feature similarity of
the temporal memory cells, which are encoded from the sequence of feature maps generated in the training clips using
ConvLSTM. During the training process, STD can be easily
incorporated into any network without changing the original network architecture. Experimental results on standard
benchmarks demonstrate that, in resource-constrained situations, the proposed method notably improves the performance of existing VSR networks without increasing the inference time.

1. Introduction
Video super-resolution (VSR) aims to generate a
high-resolution (HR) video from its corresponding lowresolution (LR) observation. In the deep learning era, a
variety of elaborately designed VSR networks can achieve
promising super-resolution performance, yet at the cost of a
large amount of computing resources. It is thus difficult to
deploy complicated VSR networks on resource-limited devices, e.g., smartphones and wearable devices. On the other
hand, compact VSR networks can be easily deployed on
these devices due to their lightweight architectures. However, their ability to model spatial-temporal correlations is
meanwhile limited due to simple architectures, which further limits their super-resolution performance.
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Figure 1: Comparisons on the runtime and the reconstruction quality (PSNR) of different methods (both SISR and VSR methods
are included). The running time is the average execution time for
super-resolving a video clip of spatial resolution 180 × 120 with
the scale factor equal to 4 on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. The PSNR
value refers to the average over Vid4-Walk [41].

Different from single image super-resolution (SISR) [5,
39, 42, 40, 4, 18, 48, 2], a key step in VSR is to align
different frames, either explicitly or implicitly. A majority of VSR methods contain the motion compensation module. For example, Kappeler et al. [17] slightly modify SRCNN [4] and extract features from frames that are aligned
by optical flow. However, estimating optical flow itself is
a challenging and time-consuming task [13, 31]. Inaccurate estimated optical flow leads to artifacts in the flowbased VSR methods. To avoid explicitly calculating optical flow, some recent methods exploit the motion information in an implicit manner. For example, the dynamic
upsampling filters [16] and the progressive fusion residual
blocks [43] are designed to explore flow-free motion compensation. It is especially worth mentioning that, as the
winner of the NTIRE2019 challenges on video restoration
and enhancement [24, 25], EDVR [37] utilizes a combination of pyramid, cascading, and deformable structures for
multi-frame alignment. Together with temporal and spatial
attention modules for information fusion, EDVR achieves
state-of-the-art VSR results. Although implicit frame alignment improves computational efficiency to a certain extent,
these large and complex networks still require considerable
computing resources and are not competent to resource-
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constrained scenarios.
To reduce the computational cost and/or required memory, a few works use recurrent schemes to introduce costeffective network architectures for VSR [6, 14, 28]. By
simply propagating the output and hidden state of previous
steps with a recurrent unit, these methods achieve promising reconstruction performance and greatly reduce inference time. Although a good tradeoff between effectiveness
and efficiency can be obtained, designing such recurrent
networks requires tremendous efforts.
In this paper, we explore a new direction for effective and
efficient VSR. Instead of pursuing more advanced network
design, we introduce knowledge distillation (KD) [10] to
the VSR task for the first time, which leverages intrinsic
information of a teacher network to train a student network.
Without changing the original architecture or increasing the
inference time of the student network (a compact one), its
performance is expected to be elevated towards its teacher
(a complicated one). The proposed method is especially
suitable for resource-limited devices, e.g., smartphones and
wearable devices. Once a more powerful teacher network
is available, we only need to retrain the student network
instead of deploying a new one.
To narrow the performance gap between compact models and complicated models, we propose a novel space-time
distillation (STD) scheme to help the training of compact
networks. Specifically, for spatial-related information processing, we design a space distillation (SD) scheme to utilize the spatial attention maps derived from the teacher network as the training target of the student network. This SD
scheme allows a simple student network to imitate the ability of a powerful teacher network in capturing and modeling the spatial correlation. For temporal-related information processing, the powerful teacher network has a strong
ability to capture temporal correlation and maintain temporal consistency. Therefore, we design a time distillation
(TD) scheme to narrow the gap between the temporal memory cells of the teacher and student networks, which are
encoded using a ConvLSTM from the sequence of feature
maps with a sliding-window mechanism. This TD scheme
not only improves the temporal consistency but also boosts
the reconstruction accuracy. All these operations are only
applied during training, and the network structures remain
unchanged during inference. Compared to only using a reconstruction loss (i.e., the Charbonnier loss [14, 15, 37]) for
training, the proposed STD scheme can obtain additional
performance gains from the teacher network.
Fig. 1 demonstrate that, with the proposed STD scheme
and using EDVR as the teacher, notably improved VSR results can be achieved without extra runtime for a number
of existing compact networks. More comprehensive experiments are conducted on two VSR benchmarks: Vid4 [21]
and Vimeo90K-Test [41], where three typical compact VSR

networks, i.e., VESPCN [1], VSRNet [17] and FastDVDnet [34] are included for evaluation. It is verified that our
proposed STD scheme improves both the reconstruction
quality and the temporal consistency of VSR results while
maintaining the high inference efficiency of these networks.
Due to its high flexibility and generalizability, we believe
the proposed STD method could greatly facilitate VSR on
resource-limited devices.

2. Related Work
2.1. Video Super-Resolution (VSR)
VSR emerges as an adaptation of SISR by exploiting additional information from neighboring low-resolution
frames [6, 22, 37, 38, 41, 43, 47]. Liu et al. [22] propose a temporal adaptive neural network to adaptively select the optimal range of temporal dependency and a rectified optical flow alignment method for better motion estimation. Tao et al. [32] propose a new sub-pixel motion compensation layer for inter-frame motion alignment
which can achieve motion compensation and upsampling
simultaneously. Xue et al. [41] train motion estimation
and VSR jointly in an end-to-end manner through the proposed task-oriented flow. Instead of image level motion
alignment, TDAN [35] and EDVR [37] work at the feature
level. TDAN [35] uses a temporal deformable alignment
module to align different frames in the feature domain for
better reconstruction performance. EDVR [37] further extends TDAN by using deformable alignment in a coarse-tofine manner and a new temporal and spatial attention fusion module, instead of naively concatenating the aligned
LR frames. Recently, Isobe et al. [14] propose a recurrentbased network in which the structure and detail components
extracted from LR inputs are reconstructed with two-stream
structure-detail blocks for efficient VSR.

2.2. Knowledge Distillation (KD)
KD refers the technique that leverages intrinsic information of a large teacher network to train a small student one. KD is first proposed by Hinton et al. [10],
and since then many works have been devoted to this
topic [9, 12, 20, 23, 27, 44, 49]. Very recently, KD has been
extended to SISR and proven its effectiveness. Gao et al. [7]
attempt to propagate the first-order statistical information
(e.g., average pooling over channels) from a teacher model,
where a student model is trained to have similar feature distributions to that of the teacher. Lee et al. [19] take the
ground truth HR images as inputs to extract powerful privileged information for image reconstruction. These methods
can be seen as the pioneering works along the SISR line.
However, KD for the VSR task remains unexplored, which
is the focus of this paper.
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Figure 2: Our distillation framework. (a) The toy architecture of the complicated VSR method (e.g., EDVR [37]). The output superresolved frame SRt is generated by adding the residual map produced by the network and the bicubic upsampling result of the input
reference frame. We have omitted this process in the figure. (b) The space distillation allows a network to exploit spatial attention maps
derived from the teacher network (e.g., MtT ) as the distillation targets for the spatial attention maps extracted from the student network
(e.g., MtS ). (c) The time distillation encodes the extracted multi-frame feature maps into temporal memory cells CTSR and CSSR by using
ConvLSTM and minimizes the gap between the teacher and student networks.

3. Space-Time Distillation

construction accuracy (as shown in Sec. 4.3).

Fig. 2(a) shows the toy architecture of a complicated
VSR network. Given 2k + 1 consecutive LR frames
I[t−k:t+k] , we denote the middle frame It as the reference frame and the other frames as neighboring frames.
The aim of VSR is to estimate an upsampled reference
frame SRt , which is desired to be close to the ground
truth HRt . Each input neighboring frame is aligned to the
reference frame at the feature level and/or aggregated in
the spatial-temporal domain with an elaborately designed
motion alignment module. We use FtLR to represent the
aligned and/or fused feature, and it is further sent to the reconstruction backbone with the pixel-shuffle operation [29]
to estimate FtSR , which has the same spatial resolution as
HRt . The restored SRt is finally obtained by convolving
FtSR to reduce the number of channels.
Different from Fig. 2(a), we apply our newly designed
STD scheme, as in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), to transfer the knowledge from the complicated teacher network T to a compact
student network S. Transferring such multi-frame alignment and spatial-temporal fusion capabilities from T to S
could make the student mimic the teacher better in terms of
video reconstruction. Note that, we choose to distill FtSR
instead of FtLR , since distilling FtSR can achieve better re-

3.1. Space Distillation (SD)
High-frequency details are critical to the reconstruction
of reference frames. Inspired by the activation-based attention distillation [46], we design an SD scheme to model
the spatial representation ability of T by extracting the spatial attention map from T, and utilize it to train the comSR
SR
pact S. We use FT,t
∈ RC×W ×H and FS,t
∈ RC×W ×H
to denote the feature maps of the teacher and student networks. C, H and W denote the channel, height and width
of feature maps, respectively. The generation of the spatial
attention map is equivalent to finding a mapping function
M : RC×W ×H → RW ×H . The spatial attention map contains diverse and rich contextual information that hints the
high-frequency video content. The mapping function can
be defined as one of the following three operations [46]
XC
SR
Msum (FtSR ) =
|Ft,i
|,
(1)
i=1
XC
SR 2
M2sum (FtSR ) =
|Ft,i
| ,
(2)
i=1

SR 2
M2max (FtSR ) = maxC
i=1 |Ft,i | ,

SR
Ft,i

(3)

where
is the i-th slice in the channel dimension. Note
that we describe the mapping function here in a unified way.
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Figure 3: The input reference frame and visualization of extracted
spatial attention maps using three mapping functions. The spatial attention map extracted by M2sum (·) hints the high-frequency
video content more accurately.

Both student and teacher can be represented by adding S and
T subscripts, respectively.
We visualize the spatial attention maps of these
Compared with
three mapping functions in Fig. 3.
Msum (FtSR ), M2sum (FtSR ) assigns more weights to areas
with high-frequency details. Compared with M2max (FtSR ),
M2sum (FtSR ) describes the details of the scene more clearly
and accurately since it calculates weights in a global mechanism rather than simply selecting the maximum value.
Based on the above visualization and analysis, in the following experiment, we use M2sum (FtSR ) as the mapping
function which yields the best performance.
By using the mapping function M2sum (·), the spatial attention maps of the teacher and student networks can be
calculated as
T/S

Mt

SR
).
= M2sum (FT/S,t

(4)

During training the student network, the spatial attention
map MtS is forced to be close to MtT . Transferring knowledge contained in spatial attention maps from the teacher to
the student could make the student mimic the teacher better
in terms of learning high-frequency details, and thus improve the performance of the student network. The SD loss
to optimize the student S is
LSD

N
1 X
=
Ld (MtS , MtT ),
N t=1

Figure 4: Our training and inference mechanisms. (a) The training mechanism. The space distillation loss, the time distillation
loss and the reconstruction loss are used during training. (b) The
inference mechanism. The proposed SD and TD schemes are
only applied during training, and the network structures remain
unchanged during inference.

output of the reconstruction backbone before the convolutional layer(s). We input these 2k + 1 feature maps into
ConvLSTM units [30] in order. By continuously passing
the hidden states of the previous features to the last units,
the output C SR , called temporal memory cell, can record
the long-term temporal information of the input video clip.
We use CTSR and CSSR to denote the temporal memory cells
of the teacher and student networks encoded by ConvLSTM
units as
SR
SR
(CT/S
, hT/S,t+k ) = ConvLST M (FT/S,t+k−1
, hT/S,t+k−1 ),
(6)
where hT/S,t+k represents the hidden states of the teacher
network T or the student network S at time t + k. The complete definition of ConvLST M (·) are specified in the supplementary document due to space limitation.
The proposed TD scheme aims to minimize the gap between temporal memory cells CTSR and CSSR . The TD loss
used to optimize the student S is

LT D = Ld (CTSR , CSSR ),

(7)

(5)

where Ld is typically defined as the L2 -norm distance and
N is the number of frames in a training clip. We use
the sliding-window scheme to create training pairs. For
the boundary frames, we create pairs by duplicating these
frames for multiple times.

3.2. Time Distillation (TD)
Exploiting the correlation among multiple frames is the
key step in VSR. The complicated teacher network has a
stronger ability to handle temporal information with large
motions due to its well-designed frame alignment and/or
fusion structures. Our TD scheme, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
is designed to migrate the temporal modeling ability of the
teacher network to the student network.
Given 2k + 1 consecutive LR frames I[t−k:t+k] , the corSR
responding feature maps F[t−k:t+k]
are extracted from the

where Ld is typically defined as the L2 -norm distance.
The network parameters in the ConvLSTM units are optimized together with the student network. To extract the
multi-frame temporal information, both the teacher and student networks share the weights of the ConvLSTM units.
Note that there may exist a model collapse point when the
weights and biases in the ConvLSTM units are all equal
to zero. During training, when the value of the TD loss is
lower than 1e−8 , we fix the parameters of ConvLSTM to
prevent the model collapse.

3.3. Loss Functions
We use the Charbonnier loss [37, 14, 15] as the reconstruction loss function to further constrain the reconstructed
results
q
2
Lrec = kSRt − HRt k + ε2 ,
(8)
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where ε is set to 1e−6 . The complete loss function for training a compact student network S is
L = Lrec + λ1 LSD + λ2 LT D ,

(9)

where λ1 and λ2 are weighting factors. The proposed SD
(Eq. 5) and TD (Eq. 7) schemes are only applied during
training, together with the reconstruction loss as shown in
Fig. 4(a). During inference, the network structure remains
unchanged as shown in Fig. 4(b).

(a) Overlapped GT frames

(b) Optical flow of GT

(c) Overlapped frames without KD

(d) Optical flow of frames without KD

(e) Overlapped frames with [19]

(f) Optical flow of frames with [19]

(g) Overlapped frames with STD

(h) Optical flow of frames with STD

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings
Network Structures. We adopt the state-of-the-art VSR
network EDVR [37] as the complicated teacher network T
and employ several simpler and shallower networks as students to verify the effectiveness of our STD scheme. We
first consider FastDVDnet [34] as a basic student network
and conduct ablation studies on it. Since FastDVDnet [34]
is originally proposed for video denoising [3, 33, 34], we
change its structure to make it suitable for the VSR task
(more details can be found in the supplementary document). Typical compact VSR networks like VSRNet [17],
VESPCN [1], D3DNet [45] and SOFVSR [36] are also
adopted in our experiments.
Training Settings. We follow the same experimental setting as in [14] and train our models on the
Vimeo90K [41] dataset. We crop patches of size 256 × 256
from HR video clips as the target. The corresponding LR
patches are obtained by applying Gaussian blur (σ = 1.6)
to the target patches followed by 4× times downsampling.
Rotation and flipping are applied for data augmentation.
Inference Settings. We evaluate our STD scheme
on several popular benchmarks, including Vimeo90KTest [41] (excluding the training data) and Vid4 testset [21].
Vimeo90K-Test contains about 8K high-quality clips with
diverse motion types (i.e., fast, medium and slow motion).
Vid4 consists of four scenes with various motion and occlusion, which is useful to evaluate the robustness of different methods. To quantitatively evaluate the reconstructed
video, we choose PSNR and SSIM [11] as the main metrics. Temporal profile [16, 14, 38, 50] is also included to
evaluate the temporal consistency qualitatively.
Implementation Details. We utilize the Adam optimizer with parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. Each
mini-batch consists of 2 samples. The learning rate is initially set to 1e−4 and is later down-scaled by a factor of 0.5
every 200K iterations till 800K iterations. We set λ1 = 1,
λ2 = 100 and k = 3. We use Lrec (Eq. 8) to warm up the
student networks for 20K iterations, and then use L (Eq. 9)
to complete the remaining training. Experiments are conducted using PyTorch [26] on NVIDIA 1080Ti GPUs.

Figure 5: Visual comparisons on Vimeo90K-Test. We use the
FlowNet2.0 [13] to estimate optical flow of two adjacent frames
generated by VDSR [18]. The optical flow of the distilled model
with our STD scheme has smoother shapes and is closer to GT.
Please zoom in for better visualization.

4.2. Quantitative and Qualitative Comparisons
We evaluate the distilled student models against their
baselines which are trained with the Charbonnier loss in
terms of PSNR/SSIM. Other VSR methods, including Bicubic, TOFlow [41], VSR-DUF [16], RBPN [8], EDVR [37]
are also included for comparison. We also report the FLOPs
(TMAC) required to reconstruct the frame with the spatial resolution of 180 × 120. The average runtime of each
method measured on Vid4-Walk in a per-frame manner is
presented using one 1080Ti GPU. Note that we also compare the results of the distillation scheme in [19] and our
proposed STD scheme.
Table 1 shows quantitative comparisons on Vid4 and
Vimeo90K-Test. From the table, we can observe that:
(1) The student models trained with STD outperform
the corresponding baselines with a considerable margin. Specifically, on Vid4, FastDVDnet trained with STD
achieves 26.14dB (PSNR), while the same model trained
without STD only gets 25.40dB (PSNR).
(2) The student networks trained with STD achieve
higher reconstruction performance compared with the distillation scheme in [19]. We visualize the superposition results and optical flow of two reconstructed adjacent frames
in Fig. 5. It can be observed that using our STD scheme
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Table 1: Quantitative comparisons of different methods on Vid4 and Vimeo90K-Test for 4× upscaling in terms of PSNR (dB). Results are
evaluated on the Y (luminance) channel. ‘Frames’ means the number of input frames of the network. ‘FLOPs’ (T, 1012 ) is calculated on a
frame with the spatial resolution of 180 × 120. ‘Time’ is the average running time (ms) which is measured on Vid4-Walk in a per-frame
manner. ⋆ means the student network is trained with our STD scheme and ♣ means the student network is trained with the scheme
proposed in [19].
Method

Frames

Network performance
FLOPs
Time
0.81
632.0
0.62
496.0
0.93
86.0

Calendar
20.39
22.29
24.04
23.75

City
25.16
26.79
28.05
28.27

Vid4
Foliage
23.47
25.31
26.41
26.03

Walk
26.10
29.02
30.60
30.51

Average
23.78
25.84
27.33
27.14

Fast
32.99
37.64
37.49
39.67

Vimeo90K-Test
Medium
Slow
30.24
28.28
35.02
32.16
35.84
32.96
37.18
34.14

Average
30.28
34.84
35.50
36.89

Bicubic
TOFlow
VSR-DUF
EDVR

1
7
7
7

VDSR
VDSR♣
VDSR⋆

1
1
1

0.22
0.22
0.22

11.5
11.5
11.5

21.09
21.22
21.55

25.66
25.90
25.84

24.14
24.31
24.33

27.53
27.66
28.02

24.61
24.77
24.94

35.92
36.34
36.79

33.04
33.32
33.90

30.80
31.14
31.58

33.04
33.34
33.89

VESPCN
VESPCN⋆
VSRNet
VSRNet⋆
FastDVDnet
FastDVDnet⋆

3
3
7
7
7
7

0.26
0.26
0.23
0.23
0.06
0.06

21.3
21.3
11.3
11.3
17.5
17.5

21.16
21.32
21.00
21.33
22.11
22.71

25.91
26.25
25.60
25.74
26.34
27.18

24.51
24.81
24.14
24.33
24.80
25.46

27.78
27.99
27.36
27.80
28.45
29.22

24.84
25.09
24.52
24.80
25.43
26.14

36.22
36.64
36.09
36.52
37.25
38.13

33.38
33.89
33.27
33.76
34.54
36.07

31.12
31.57
31.00
31.45
32.11
33.68

33.36
33.84
33.24
33.72
34.48
36.12

(a) GT

(b) Bicubic

(c) VSRNet

(d) VSRNet⋆

(e) FastDVDnet

(f) FastDVDnet⋆

(a) GT

(b) Bicubic

(c) VSRNet

(d) VSRNet⋆

(e) FastDVDnet

(f) FastDVDnet⋆

(a) GT

(b) Bicubic

(c) VSRNet

(d) VSRNet⋆

(e) FastDVDnet

(f) FastDVDnet⋆

Figure 6: Visual comparisons of the distilled student models against their baselines on 4× upscaling. ⋆ means student networks trained
with our STD scheme. The reconstructed frames, and the temporal profiles at the blue scan lines are provided. The frames are from
Vid4-Calendar, Vid4-City and Vimeo90K-Test-00001/0629, respectively. Please zoom in for better visualization.
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(a) GT

(b) Bicubic

(c) FastDVDnet -w/o STD

(d) FastDVDnet -w/ SD

(e) FastDVDnet -w/ TD

(f) FastDVDnet -w/ STD

Figure 7: Error map comparison on the frame from Vid4-Walk. Please zoom in for better visualization.

obtains results with better temporal consistency.
(3) The models trained with STD offer a good compromise in terms of PSNR and the number of operations/runtime. For example, TOFlow [41] has 0.81T operations and average runtime of 632ms to achieve the average PSNR of 25.84dB on Vid4. On the contrary, our
STD scheme further boosts FastDVDnet without modifying the network architecture, achieving the average PSNR
of 26.14dB and has 0.06T operations only, while taking
17.5ms for inference.
In Fig. 1, we provide more comparisons on the effectiveness of our proposed STD scheme. As can be seen, we can
achieve better reconstruction results with existing compact
networks, but without extra runtime.
Qualitative results on Vid4 are presented in Fig. 6. It
is clear that the student models trained with STD provide
better qualitative results than their baselines with more accurate details and less blurs. As can be seen from the accompanied temporal profiles, methods trained with STD are
able to reconstruct temporally consistent results while their
baselines incur obvious temporal inconsistency.

4.3. Model Analysis
To analyze the flexibility and generalizability of the proposed STD scheme, we conduct the following experiments
on the Y channel with the metric of PSNR.
Effectiveness of space-time distillation. We first investigate the contribution of SD and TD by taking FastDVDnet
as an example. We show the quantitative results in Table 2,
and provide the error map comparison in Fig. 7. We observe that the model trained with only SD (-w/ SD) or TD
(-w/ TD) achieves higher PSNR than the baseline model (w/o STD), while the model trained with both SD and TD
(-w/ STD) achieves the best results. Specifically, SD and
TD provide about 0.49dB and 0.21dB PSNR gain on Vid4
compared with the baseline. Using SD and TD simultaneously provides 0.74dB gain in terms of PSNR compared
with the baseline. This shows that STD can boost the performance of the student network by effectively transferring
spatial-temporal information from the teacher. As shown in
Fig. 7, the result of the model trained with STD has less
errors compared with the baseline.

Table 2: Analysis on the effectiveness of the proposed STD
scheme. Experiments are conducted on Vid4.
Vid
Calendar City Foliage Walk Average
FastDVDnet -w/o STD 22.11 26.34 24.80 28.45 25.43
FastDVDnet -w/ SD
22.63 27.09 25.19 28.90 25.95
22.59 26.51 25.26 29.14 25.87
FastDVDnet -w/ TD
22.71 27.18 25.46 29.22 26.14
FastDVDnet -w/ STD

Table 3: Analysis on different distillation schemes. Experiments
are conducted on Vid4 using FastDVDnet.
Vid4
KD - Ours
KD - M SE
KD-M2mean

Calendar
22.71
22.56
22.61

City
27.18
26.89
26.82

Foliage
25.46
25.14
25.23

Walk
29.22
28.83
29.02

Average
26.14
25.86
25.92

Our space-time distillation scheme vs. other distillation schemes. We compare our STD with other two types of
distillation schemes using FastDVDnet. The first one is the
simplest distillation scheme which uses MSE loss to constrain the feature similarity between the teacher and student
networks (KD-M SE). The other one is from [7], denoted
as KD-M2mean , in which the feature gap is narrowed by
PC
LR 2
M2mean (FtLR ) = ( C1 i=1 Ft,i
) . The quantitative results displayed in Table 3 show that our STD performs better than these two distillation schemes. STD provides an average of 0.28dB PSNR gain on Vid4 over KD-M SE. Compared with the student model trained with KD-M2mean , the
student trained with our STD scheme achieves a 0.22dB increase in PSNR. This demonstrates that our STD can better
transfer the teacher’s ability of modeling spatial-temporal
information to the student.
Effectiveness of distilling features with higher resolution. In experiment, we empirically find that using the highresolution feature FtSR for distillation is more effective than
using the low-resolution feature FtLR . Here we show the
quantitative results on distilling FtLR (KD-FtLR ) and FtSR
(KD-FtSR ) of FastDVDnet in Table 4. Compared to using
FtLR for distillation, distilling FtSR achieves an average increase of 0.05dB in terms of PSNR on Vid4. We also visualize the representative feature maps of EDVR-F LR , EDVRF SR , KD-F LR and KD-F LR in the same channel. Feature
visualization in Fig. 8 validates this observation. FtSR con-
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(a) EDVR-FtLR

(b) KD-FtLR

Figure 8: Feature maps

(FtLR

and

FtSR )

(c) EDVR-FtSR

extracted from EDVR and FastDVDnet after distillation on Vid4-Foliage.

Table 4: Analysis on distilling features with different resolutions.
Experiments are conducted on Vid4 using FastDVDnet.
Vid4
KD - FtSR
KD - FtLR

Calendar
22.71
22.66

City
27.18
27.12

Foliage
25.46
25.43

Walk
29.22
29.14

Average
26.14
26.09

Table 5: Using RBPN (-RBPN) and EDVR (-EDVR) to distill
FastDVDnet based on our proposed STD scheme. Experiments
are conducted on Vid4.
Vid4
EDVR
RBPN
FastDVDnet
FastDVDnet-RBPN
FastDVDnet-EDVR

(d) KD-FtSR

Calendar
23.75
23.70

City
28.27
27.59

Foliage
26.03
25.94

Walk
30.51
30.36

Average
27.14
26.90

22.11
22.45
22.71

26.34
26.84
27.18

24.80
25.33
25.46

28.45
28.96
29.22

25.43
25.89
26.14

tains more details, which can be better transferred from the
teacher network to the student network.
Using different teachers for distillation. Can the student network be able to learn from different teachers based
on our proposed STD scheme? To answer this question,
here we use another teacher network, i.e., RBPN [8], a typical optical-flow-based VSR method, to verify the versatility
of STD, and the results are shown in Table 5. We make
minor adjustments to the last convolutional layer of RBPN
to make it suitable for our STD scheme. Using RBPN
as the teacher can also obtain performance improvement:
compared to FastDVDnet without distillation, distilling the
same network using RBPN has a 0.46dB increase in PSNR.
Although there is a certain gap with the distilled results using EDVR as the teacher, we can draw the following conclusions. First, our STD scheme is applicable to different
teachers and students. Second, the better the teacher’s performance, the larger the distillation improvement. If a better
network than EDVR is adpoted as the teacher for distillation, larger performance improvement can be achieved by
using our STD scheme. Due to its high flexibility and generalizability, we believe the proposed STD scheme could
greatly facilitate VSR on resource-limited devices.
Distilling the student network with different numbers
of parameters. To verify the robustness of STD to models of different sizes, i.e., models with different numbers of
parameters, we use STD to distill FastDVDnet as an example. Specifically, we change the number of feature chan-

Table 6: The reconstruction quality (PSNR) of FastDVDnet
trained with and without the proposed STD scheme under different
model sizes on Vid4-Walk.
Model size
FastDVDnet -w/o STD
FastDVDnet -w/ STD

1/4
25.70
27.06

1/2
26.67
27.35

1
28.45
29.22

Bicubic
26.10

nels in front of the reconstruction backbone in FastDVDnet to 1/2 and 1/4 of the original one (i.e., the numbers of
channels in FastDVDnet are set to 32 and 16, respectively).
Table 6 shows the results of FastDVDnet without STD (w/o STD) and with STD (-w/ STD) under different model
sizes. We find that the STD scheme can improve the network performance under different model sizes, especially
when the model size is small. For example, when the model
size of FastDVDnet is 1/2 of the original one, the model
trained with STD achieves 0.68dB gain over that without
STD; when the model size shrinks to only 1/4 of the original one, STD provides 1.36dB gain. This is reasonable:
when the model size is small, its ability to model spatialtemporal correlations is limited. Therefore, the knowledge
transferred from the teacher network promotes the performance of the student network more.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel knowledge distillation
scheme, i.e., space-time distillation, for VSR in resourceconstrained situations. Our method is able to train compact student networks with the help of complicated teacher
networks. We demonstrate the effectiveness, flexibility and
versatility of our proposed distillation scheme on the VSR
task, which can achieve higher reconstruction quality using existing VSR methods, while maintaining their small
model sizes and fast inference time. In future work, we will
explore more suitable distillation losses for VSR to further
improve the performance of compact networks.
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